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Abstract--A new class of iterative methods for computing a differentiable function is proposed, which 
is based on P~ide approximation to Taylor's series of the function. It leads to a faster algorithm than 
Newton's method for x t/s and a different interpretation f Newton's method. This algorithm uses 3rd 
degree approximation of continued fraction expansion (CFE) to Taylor's series for x tin, with adaptive 
expansion point for every iteration. Its major computational cost is O [(2 log2 N)(log~ M)] multiplications 
asymptotically, M is the number of precision bits desired, as opposed to existing bound of 
0[(2 log2 N)(log2 M)] for Newton's method. A new periodic CFE for special ease x 1/2 is obtained which 
is simple and free from error propagation. New algorithm is not applied to the square root case for N 
is too small to be practical; instead, the 3rd degree approximation is used as the starting value for Newton's 
method which has high precision and low computational cost. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Newton's method [1] is a fast way to compute Nth root of a number x for its quadratic onvergence 
rate as shown in conditions (1) and (2): 
r i .  I = rl + ~ -- ri (1) 
and 
r~+l -x  l/N N- l  r~ / r i -x l / I¢~ 2 
E/+ i ffi ~ ~-x-iT,r ~, l -  • (2) r/+l r/+t r/ / "  
For a normalized floating-point number y = x20 
y~/r¢ = X~m2P/N = [x2-N  +Cp~od~]~/N2FP/~ ' 
where 1 > x > 1/2 and p is the exponent. The value inside the square bracket can be computed from 
equation (1). The relative rror Ei+~ is approximately proportional to E~. Despite of its convergence 
rate, every iteration for Newton's method needs O(21og2N) multiplications and one division, 
regardless of additional operations. The adjustments of exponent and mantissa parts has another 
disadvantage which calls for a wider range and more accurate starting approximations for 
Newton's method, may incur additional computational penalty and introduce rror propagation 
when N is large. 
Another way to compute y ~/~ using equation (1) without the mentioned problems is avoiding 
the shifting of mantissa, namely, y m/N = x ¿/N2P/N. This involves computation ofx ~/N which is confined 
to the fixed range of [1/2, 1), and 2 p/N which is equivalent to the evaluation of an exponential function. 
The penalty from this exponential function may be offset by the elimination of complicated starting 
approximations [2]. For the following discussions, the latter approach is adopted; we will only 
concern with the calculation of x ~m. x ~m can be also be computed from Newton's iteration for 
x-~/N [3] as in equation (3) without division except one final inversion and initial inversions for 1/N. 
Still, equation (3) does not have the advantage over equation (1), because multiplication and 
division have almost the same speed in most of the CPUs. Both equations (1) and (3)require 
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O(21og2N) multiplications asymptotically. Total of O[(21og2N)(log2M)] multiplications are 
needed for result with M-bit precision. 
ri+ 1 = r i + rio - xr~)/N. (3) 
A class of methods for computing differentiable function f (x )  which is based on Phde 
approximation to Taylor's series of the function is proposed in Section 2. These methods include 
algorithms with quadratic, 3rd and 4th degree convergence rates for evaluating f (x) .  Using this 
approach, the quadratic algorithm derived turns out to be the same as Newton's method, but with 
different interpretation. The 4th degree algorithm for x l/U will be discussed thoroughly in Section 
3, which is the fastest of all the algorithms derived in terms of multiplication steps needed. This 
algorithm uses the 3rd degree Pride approximation fStieltj6s-type [4] to Taylor's eries of x I/u with 
adaptive xpansion points. The algorithm requires precomputations of several constants, and 
0(2 log2 N) multiplications for an iteration which is the same as that for equation (1) but converges 
two times faster than Newton's method. In Section 4, a special case x m is considered. Because 
N = 2 is too small that the new algorithm is impractical to be applied to. Instead, anew identity [5] 
for x )/2 in terms of continued fraction expansion (CFE) is given which is used as the starting 
approximation for Newton's method. Section 5 is the conclusion. 
2. A NEW CLASS OF ITERATIVE METHODS FOR 
COMPUTING f (x )  
Given a differentiable function f(x), its Taylor's series and Pride approximation 
f(2) f(.) N(x, Xo) (4) 
f (x )  =f(x0) + fO)(Xo)(X -- Xo) + -~. (x - x0) 2 +""  + -~. (x - Xo)" +""  ~, D(x, Xo-----~' 
where the rational polynomial 
N(x, Xo) 
D(x, Xo) 
is P~de's is approximant. The computation o f f (x )  can be carried out as follows which have 
quadratic, 3rd or 4th degree convergence rates according to the degree sum of N(.) and D(.) is 
one, two or three respectively. 
(a) Define iteration 
N(x, x,) 
r,+~ D(x, x3 
where xt ffi g(ri), g(y) is the inverse function of f (x)  and g(y)= x. 
(b) Repeat (a) until some satisfied r,, then set f (x )= r.. 
For the quadratic algorithm, we set N(x, Xo) =f(x0) +f(')(Xo)(X - Xo), and D(.) equal to 1. The 
error between f (x )  and its approximant is 
f(2) f~.) 
E = ~ (x - x0) = +. . .  + ~.v  (x - x0)" + ' " .  (5) 
The rationale here is that we use Phde approximation as an iteration equation for a better 
truncated approximation to Taylor's series, and for every iteration we calculate a new expansion 
point for both Taylor's series and its Phde approximant to achieve a fast convergence rate. This 
approach is different from that of Newton's method; for the latter case has to set up an equation, 
then locates its root by equating it to zero and to the first degree Taylor's eries. There are many 
ways to set up the equations for Newton's method. However, for the methods discussed here, it 
is obviously unique and is a subset of Newton's method for the quadratic algorithm as we shall 
see. The problem encountered in this method is the evaluation of the inverse function of g(y) which 
limits its use to a small class of functions as is in the case of Newton's method when setting up 
a root-locating equation which also involves the inverse function. 
If summation of the terms in equation (5) with degrees greater than two is less than or the same 
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order of magnitude as the 2nd order term, as is justified by Taylor's theroem [6] if x - x0 < 1/2, 
then the algorithm converges quadratically. By the same token, we will have 3rd degree algorithm 
if we set D(.)  = 1 and 
+ f(2)(x°) (x - x0) 2, N(x ,  Xo) =f(x0) +f" ) (Xo) (X  -- Xo) 2 
or D(x ,  Xo) = do + (x - Xo) and N(x ,  Xo) = Co + c~(x - Xo). The latter approximant can be 
rearranged as 
N(.) kt 
- -=k0-~ D(') ks + (x - x0) 
which has less computational cost and better approximation than the former case. For the 4th 
degree algorithm, we set D(x ,  xo) = do + d~(x - Xo) and N(x ,  Xo) = co + c~(x - xo) + c2(x - x0)2; 
rearranging it, we have 
N(.) ks 
D(-----) = k0 + kt (x - x0) + k3 + (x - x0)" 
The major computational cost for every iteration of this 4th degree algorithm is one division, one 
multiplication, calculation of the inverse function forf(x)  and updating of the constants/Co through 
k 3 . For the quadratic algorithm, every iteration eeds one multiplication, calculation of the inverse 
function g(y)  and updating of the constant f~)(x0). If constant updating is trivial compared with 
the rest of the computational costs, then the 4th degree algorithm may be more attractive than the 
quadratic algorithms, and this is the case for x Ira. 
According to the procedures described, the iterative equation for the quadratic algorithm of 
x I/N is 
1 
ri+ , = r, + ~ [g(r,)]  "~ '° - ' I x  - g(r,)], 
which is the same form as Newton's method if we expand g(ri).  If N is replaced by -N ,  we will 
arrive at condition (2). Similarly, if N -- - 1, an identical form for x-~ of Newtons's method is 
derived. 
3. NEW ALGORITHM FOR x t/1V WITH 4th DEGREE 
CONVERGENCE RATE 
Given a normalized number, x, 1 > x _> 1/2, Taylor's series for x ~/~¢ is 
[ ) ] x,l~ = x~: ~ 1 + l- I  - J  z ' / i !  , 
i l l  j -0  
where 
z = (x  - Xo)/Xo.  
Consider the 3rd degree P~de approximation of Stieltj6s-type to equation (6) 
( a Xl/N ~ X~/,v I q a2z ], 
1+ l+a3z /  
where 
a I ~-. ~/ ,  a2 
(6) 
(7) 
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The difference E between equations (7) and (6) is 
1 1 
Rearranging condition (7) 
4.5(N -- 1) N + 1 
xt /N .~x~/N 1 -t (2N-- 1) 2 +2N(2N-  1) z 
Define iteration for the Nth root 
4.5(N -- 1) 
r i+ l=r i  1-~ (2N-1)2 
where 
(8) 
13.5N(N- l) ( 3N ) - '1  
- iT  z 2 7=f • (9) 
N+I  13.5N(N - 1) ( 3N ) - '1  
~-2N(2N_ l )  z~ ( - -2 -N-S~ z + 2N~ 1) , 
x - r f  
z i = r U 
From equation (8), the relative rror Ei+~ defined as 
r i+ i - -  x UN 
r~+ i
(10) 
4 is proportional to zi 
However, for Newton's method 
r iz 4~ 
- -  (11)  
Ei + I ~ 36Nr i  + l 
r~z~ 
Ej+I ~ 2Nr~+ l' (12) 
In addition to the 4th degree convergence rate, iteration (10) has four more precision bits produced 
than Newton's method oes. To evaluate quation (10) iteratively for a result with M-bit precision, 
preealculations of the constants in equation (10) have to be performed. After that, every iteration 
needs two divisions, two multiplications and calculation of r N, which takes O(4+21og2N) 
multiplications. Total of 0[(4 + 2 log2 N)(log4 M)] multiplications for a result with M-bit pre- 
cision. For Newton's methods (1), it requires two divisions and 0[(2 log2(N - 1)] multiplications 
for every iteration, total of O{[2+21og2(N-1)](log2M)} multiplications. The proposed 
algorithm turns out to be two times faster than Newton's method asymptotically. 
4. A SPECIAL CASE: x 1/2 
For N = 2, based on P~ide approximation of Stieltj6s-type, a new CFE for square-root can be 
derived [5] which is 
1+ 
1 + - -  
X I/2 = Xl /2  
z 
z 
z 
I+T- .  
(13) 
This equation can be easily programmed with a few statements and evaluated recursively. Although 
it is free from error propagation, it converges linearly. Because N = 2 is too small, the algorithm 
given in the previous ection is not economical; it requires two divisions and two multiplications 
for every iteration which is much inferior to only one division for Newton's method. If the 3rd 
degree approximation of condition (9) is rearranged [5], a starting approximation with at least 
10-bit precision for Newton's method is obtained which needs only one division and a few 
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complement and shift operations as shown 
X 112 ,~X~I 2
I+  
z 
z 
a 
l+ - -  
z 
1+-~ 
_z 2 1-- - -1 -  2 , 
1 
z 2 2, 
if exponent p is even, z = 1 - x, x0 = 1; 
if exponent p is odd, z = 1 - 2x, x0 = 1/4. (14) 
The worst case starting approximation with 10-bit precision is when x = 0.5 or x = 1 corresponding 
to p is even or odd, which is equal to 17/24. The difference between 17/24 and 0.5 ~/2 is equal to 
0.0012265521. It has better performance than that of Chebyshev's starting approximation [7] in 
terms of computational complexity except for the form of 
b a+- -  
c+x 
yet condition (14) has trivial coefficients. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The 4th degree algorithm for x'/N is better than Newton's method only when N and M are 
sufficiently large. Similar results can be shown for the 3rd degree algorithm which is better than 
Newton's method asymptotically. More rigorous analysis can be done to locate the border-line 
values N and M, error propagation and computational complexities for both Newton's method 
and the proposed method. Especially when N is large that the computation of r~ may incur 
divergence of the result. 
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